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 CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
In-line holography is an optical method for recording amplitude and phase of 
diffracted light wave. When a small opaque object is illuminated by monochromatic 
light beam, an interference pattern is created by light diffracted by the object light and 
directly transmitted light (Gabor, 1948). An in-line hologram of the object is produced 
when the interference pattern is recorded on a photographic film. To optically 
reconstruct an image of the object, the hologram is illuminated by the same light. In-
focus image is reconstructed as same distance as the recording distance. 
In particle analysis, conventional in-line holography has been used for 
studying spatial distribution and size of small objects within a depth of field (Choi and 
Lee, 2009). In-line particle hologram contains information of the object position 
which is inversely proportional to a space-varying frequency of the hologram fringe, 
while a diffraction pattern of the object corresponds to its fringe amplitude. 
When an interference pattern of light wave diffracted by an object is digitally 
recorded by an image sensor array such as charge-coupled device (CCD) (Schnars and 
Jüptner, 1994; Maxime, Patrick and Gilbert, 2001), an image of the object can be 
numerically reconstructed from the recorded digital in-line hologram by solving the 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
Fresnel diffraction integral with fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm (Yimo, Qieni 
and Baozhen, 2004). 
Since three-dimensional (3-D) object information can be recorded without 
modifying appearance and physical characteristic of objects, this interesting property 
of the in-line holography has been used for solving a focusing problem of monitoring 
particle and creation of in-focus image from reconstructed images of two object 
recorded at difference position (Darakis et al., 2010). Studies of circulating flow 
inside a confined droplet and micro-particle crystallization processes by using digital 
in-line holography were reported by Seo and Lee (2014) and Khanam (2011), 
respectively. This digital holographic method was used to study swimming cell in 
flowing liquid (Moon et al., 2012) and imaging of cancerous tissues (Rong et al., 
2015), to name but a few. 
 To reduce computation time of the FFT, an angular spectrum based numerical 
method has also been used for the image reconstruction from in-line holograms (Kim, 
2010). However in practice, position of objects is unknown information. In order to 
obtain the in-focus image, a set of images has to be reconstructed at different axial 
depths with fine intervals. Measure of image quality is then calculated from each 
reconstructed image in order to obtain the in-focus image. The finer the depth 
interval, the longer the reconstruction time, however, it gives better accuracy. 
Therefore, the conventional numerical reconstructions suffer from iteration delay and 
accuracy problems. 
To solve these problems, an extraction of object position from in-line 
holograms by using Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) has been proposed (Widjaja 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
and Chuamchaitrakool, 2013). Unlike the conventional numerical methods, the WVD 
can directly detect the object position from the holograms. This is because the WVD 
is a space-frequency signal representation which is useful for measuring local 
frequency variation. By using the WVD, the obtained local frequency of the fringe 
can be used to reconstruct the in-focus image without the iterative process. 
 
1.2 Significance of the study 
Numerical analysis of the in-line hologram by using the WVD gives output 
coefficients that are mainly confined along a diagonal stripe intercepted at the origin 
of the WVD plane. The slope of this stripe is inversely proportional to the object 
position. In order to measure the object position, all local frequency coefficients 
appearing on this slope must be determined. The measured object position is 
calculated by averaging these frequencies. 
Among these frequencies, there is a single WVD coefficient which has 
minimum amplitude, regardless of the object position. The position of the minimum 
coefficient is exactly on the center of the stripe. Therefore, instead of extracting the 
position from all WVD coefficients, the use of the single minimum coefficient can 
reduce further the measurement time of the object position without sacrificing the 
accuracy. 
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1.3 Research objectives 
 To study theoretically the origin of the WVD coefficient with minimum 
amplitude. 
 To measure the object position from the in-line digital hologram by using the 
WVD coefficient with minimum amplitude. 
 To verify feasibility of the proposed method. 
 
1.4 Scope and limitation of the study 
 The test object is a line-shaped object. 
 Feasibility of the proposed method is experimentally verified. 
 
1.5 Organization 
This thesis consists of five chapters. This is the first chapter which gives an 
introduction of the thesis. Chapter II reviews fundamentals of digital in-line 
holography. Numerical methods for image reconstruction and measures of image 
quality are then discussed. In Chapter III, theory of the WVD is firstly reviewed. 
Analysis of in-line holograms of a line-shape object by using the WVD is presented 
and the origin of the WVD coefficient with minimum amplitude is theoretically 
studied. Chapter IV proposes new algorithm for extracting the object position by 
using single WVD coefficient with minimum amplitude, which includes its 
experimental verifications. Finally, the conclusions of the thesis are provided in 
Chapter V. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 CHAPTER II 
IN-LINE HOLOGRAPHY 
 
 With development of digital image sensors and numerical methods, digital in-
line holography have been widely used in the field of science and engineering. An 
amplitude and phase of diffracted light wave, which is recorded by a CCD sensor, can 
be numerically reconstructed.  In this chapter, fundamentals of digital in-line 
holography is reviewed. Numerical reconstructions by using the Fresnel diffraction 
integral and the angular spectrum method are introduced together with the measure of 
image qualities. 
 
2.1 Digital in-line holography 
 
Figure 2.1 A schematic diagram of an optical setup of recording the in-line hologram. 
A schematic diagram of an optical setup for recording the in-line hologram of 
a line-shaped object is shown in Figure 2.1. The object placed along the vertical 
direction is illuminated by a collimated plane wave generated from a laser source with 
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a wavelength of  . The directly transmitted wave and the wave diffracted by the 
object interfere at the recording plane with a distance z  behind the object. When this 
interference pattern is recorded by a CCD sensor, the in-line hologram of the object is 
digitally generated. 
 
Figure 2.2 A simulated in-line hologram of a line-shaped object. 
Figure 2.2 shows the simulated in-line hologram of the line-shaped object with 
a radius a  of 50 µm and the recording distance z  was 40 cm. The wavelength   was 
534.5 nm, while the length of the recorded signal L2  was 8.3 mm. Its intensity 
transmittance can be expressed as (Tyler and Thompson, 1976) 
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in Eq. (2.1), the first term corresponds to the uniform background of the directly 
transmitted wave. The second term is the modulation of a cosine chirp function by a 
sinc function. The diffraction pattern of the line-shape object is represented in the 
form of the sinc function, while the cosine fringe has the space-varying frequency 
which is inversely proportional to the recording distance or the object position z. The 
third term is the square of the sinc function whose amplitude is much smaller than the 
other terms (Murata, Fujiwara and Asakura, 1970). Consequently, this term can be 
neglected. 
  
 
Figure 2.3 An intensity transmittance of the simulated hologram shown in Figure 2.2. 
Figure 2.3 shows a plot of a 1D intensity transmittance of the hologram shown 
in Figure 2.2, which is scanned along the horizontal direction. The space-varying 
fringe frequency caused by the second term of Eq. (2.1) can be clearly observed from 
this figure. For a shorter recording distance, the frequency of the cosine fringe 
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increases rapidly. Since spatial resolution of image sensor is limited, this hologram 
maybe under sampled. This is the limitation from the digital holography. 
 
2.2 Conventional numerical reconstructions 
To extract information from digital holograms, there are two conventional 
methods, which are widely employed. The first numerical method is the Fresnel 
diffraction integral, while the second one employs the angular spectrum method. 
2.2.1 Fresnel diffraction integral  
The Fresnel diffraction integral is a mathematical representation for 
calculating diffraction due to bending of optical waves around edges of an aperture or 
an opaque object. The Fresnel diffraction integral is mathematically defined as 
(Goodman, 1996) 
          ,)))()((
2
exp(),(
)exp(
),( 22 


 

ddyx
z
k
jU
zj
jkz
yxU            (2.2) 
where ),( U  is the complex optical field just behind a diffracting object located at 
the ),(   plane, while ),( yxU  is the field across the ),( yx  plane which is parallel to 
the ),(   plane with a spatial separation of z. Equation (2.2) can be rewritten as 
     


  ddyxhUyxU ),(),(),(             (2.3)  
with  yxh ,  is the impulse response of the wave propagation through free-space 
given by 
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            (2.4) 
and the wave number  /2k . 
Figure 2.4 shows a schematic diagram of an optical setup for the image 
reconstruction from the hologram. Since the hologram is formed by waves diffracted 
by the object, the hologram needs to be illuminated by same plane wave used in the 
recording process. The reconstructed wave field is generated behind the hologram. 
When the object position is unknown, a set of images need to be reconstructed at the 
different distances. The reconstruction distance producing the in-focus image 
associates with the correct object position. In Eq. (2.3), ),( U  and ),( yxU  now 
represent the wave fields of the hologram and the reconstructed image, respectively. 
 
Figure 2.4 A schematic diagram of the image reconstructions from the in-line 
hologram   ,U . 
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By taking a convolution property of the Fourier transform into account, Eq. 
(2.3) can be calculated as (Sang et al., 2011) 
                                     
        yxhyxUyxU ,,, 1   ,             (2.5) 
where   and 1  denote the Fourier transform and its inverse transform, 
respectively. Due to three Fourier transformations are performed for each image 
reconstruction, extracting the object position by searching the in-focus image requires 
considerable amount of time. 
2.2.2 Angular spectrum method 
In order to reduce the image reconstruction time, use of the angular spectrum 
method has been proposed (Hazar, Mert and Meric, 2013). In this method, the 
impulse response of the propagation through free space is directly expressed in the 
Fourier domain as 
        },{, yxhffH yx   
                                 





otherwise.    



 1
0
)()(1)
2
exp(
2222
yxyx
n ffff
zj
   (2.6) 
Equation (2.6) is known as the transfer function of the wave propagation 
phenomenon. Outside a circular boundary of radius /1  in the frequency plane, wave 
components are rapidly attenuated. The reconstructed wave field can now be 
calculated as 
       yx ffHyxUyxU ,,,, 1   .         (2.7) 
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Comparison between the two methods shows that they can reconstruct the 
same wave field. However, the angular spectrum method saves computation time of 
the Fourier transformation. 
 
Figure 2.5 1D cross-sectional scan of image intensity reconstructed from the 
hologram of the line shaped object at correct recording distance z = 30 cm compared 
with the reconstruction at wrong distances of 20 and 40 cm. 
Figure 2.5 shows comparisons between the reconstructed image at the distance 
z = 20, 30 and 40 cm. For the recording position 30 cm, the reconstruction gives 
correct object diameter and the averaged intensity higher than the other images. 
However, to determine the correct object position from the reconstructed image, the 
conventional method measures the sharpness quality. 
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2.3 Measure of image quality 
Even though the two numerical methods are useful for reconstructing 
amplitude and phase of the object wave from the hologram, there is only a single 
image reconstructed at the desired object position which has the best focus. Therefore, 
the object position can be measured by evaluating the image sharpness of a set of the 
reconstructed images. One of useful measures of the image sharpness is Laplace 
operator (LAP), because its depth of focus is narrowest. 
LAP measures variation of intensity gradient of the image reconstructed at the 
distance z. The LAP operator is defined as (Choi and Lee, 2009) 
                                  
x
LAP(z)
y
zyxI ,)},,({ 22              (2.8) 
where 
2  is the discrete Laplacian operator and ),( yxI  is the reconstructed image 
intensity. For any pixel ),( yx  shown in Figure 2.6, the LAP is calculated as 
  

 

1 1
2)],(4)1,()1,(),1(),1([)(
x y
yxIyxIyxIyxIyxIzLAP          (2.9) 
with M and N are the number of pixels in the x and the y directions, respectively. By 
applying the LAP to the image whole pixels, the focus measure of the reconstructed 
image can be quantitatively evaluated. At the correct object position, the LAP gives 
maximum value because the object image is sharpest. Since it is able to detect high-
frequency edges in the image by neglecting other parts with constant intensity 
gradient, the LAP has the narrowest depth of focus (Seo and Lee, 2014). 
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Figure 2.6 The LAP of any image pixel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 CHAPTER III 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
This chapter proposes the WVD for solving the limitations of the conventional 
numerical reconstruction in measuring the object position from in-line holograms. A 
theoretical background of the WVD is firstly introduced. The discussion is followed 
by the WVD analysis of the hologram of a line-shaped object. After interpreting the 
resultant WVD coefficients, an algorithm for extracting the object position by using a 
single WVD coefficient with minimum amplitude is proposed. 
 
3.1 Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) 
The WVD was first introduced in quantum mechanics by Eugene Wigner in 
1932 (Wigner, 1932) and implemented in signal processing by Ville (Ville, 1948). It 
has been widely used for non-stationary signal analysis, where a conventional Fourier 
transform fails to provide local frequency spectrum of signal being analyzed. The 
WVD of an analytic signal g(x) is given by (Boashash, 1988) 
            
 dfjxgxgfxW xxg )2exp()2()2(),(  



,                            (3.1) 
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which can be interpreted as a Fourier transform of an instantaneous autocorrelation 
)2()2(    xgxg . Throughout this thesis * denotes complex conjugation, while 
the analytic signal )(xg  is associated with the real signal )(xs  according to 
)],([)()( xsjHxsxg                                           (3.2) 
here, ][H  stands for the Hilbert transform (Abeysekera and Boashash, 1991). In 
signal processing, the Hilbert transform gives a harmonic conjugate of the signal 
).(xs  It shifts the phase of the positive frequency components of )(xs  by 2  
radians and the phase of the negative frequency components by 2  radians. In the 
second term, the product )]([ xsjH  restores the positive frequency components and 
negates the negative frequency components. Consequently, the analytic signal )(xg  
has only the non-negative spatial-frequency components of )( xfS  
                









,00
0)(
0)(2
)(
f
ffS
ffS
fG x
x
x                                    (3.3) 
for this reason the WVD does not suffer from low-frequency artifacts as Wigner 
distribution function does (Boashash, 1988 and Kadambe, 1992). 
 
3.2 The WVD of in-line holograms 
Figure 3.1 shows the plot of the WVD of the second term of Eq. (2.1). The 
vertical axis represents the spatial-frequency xf , while the horizontal one is the 
spatial position x . The WVD coefficients are mainly concentrated in a stripe area, 
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whose orientation depends on the object position z  such as the shorter the distance ,z  
the steeper the slope. These coefficients correspond to the local frequencies of the 
fringe, which vary linearly with respect to the spatial position. 
 
Figure 3.1 The WVD of the second term of the in-line hologram given by Eq. (2.1) 
for the positive x axis. 
In order to have a better insight into the resultant WVD coefficients shown in 
Figure 3.1, the hologram expression given by of Eq. (2.1) is simplified as 
                                                  





 


















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

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

L
Lx
z
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z
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z
x
xIa
2/
2
2
sin
4
cos)(
2
rect







.                   (3.4) 
Mathematical derivation of the WVD of the simplified hologram is done by 
approximating the sinc function of Eq. (3.4) with a product of N cosine functions 
(Morrison, 1995) 
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 







N
n
n
xf
xf
1
0
0
2
2
cos)2(

sinc .                   (3.5) 
The resultant WVD of the approximated Eq. (3.4) is equal to (Chuamchaitrakool, 
Widjaja and Yoshimura, 2015) 
  

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
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
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N
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2
2
|)2|2(2|)2|2(2 sinc ,  (3.6) 
where z /1  and zaf /0  . The maximum number of the WVD components is 
equal to 2
N+1
-1. For N = 5, there are 63 components of the WVD which appear along 
the same slope in the WVD plane. In Eq. (3.6), the characteristics of the WVD of the 
simplified in-line hologram are as followed. First, each component of the WVD 
equals to the product of two functions that are the spatial cosine function and the 2-D 
sinc function of the space and the spatial frequency. Second, the sinc function is 
modulated by the triangular function with the width equals to the hologram length. Its 
spatial frequency is determined by β and f0. Therefore, the WVD coefficients of the 
in-line hologram appear along a positive slope shown in Figure 3.1. 
Figure 3.2 shows the 3-D plot of the 
1a
IW , 32aIW  and 63aI
W  of the simplified in-
line hologram given by Eq. (3.6) for N = 5, a = 2500 um and z = 40.00 cm. The 1
st
 
and the 63
rd
 components of the WVD have identical expression 
             
))(2)2(2()22(2),( 01 xffLxLLxLfxW xIa  sinc               
(3.7) 
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and 
            
))(2)2(2()22(2),( 063 xffLxLLxLfxW xIa  sinc ,             (3.8) 
respectively. They appear at the upper and the lower of the stripe and are separated by 
02 f  in the spatial frequency direction. The 32
nd
 component of the WVD can be 
written as 
 














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
 

n
xI x
n
ffxW
a 4
5
0
2
12
22cos),(
32

 
             xfLxLLxL x  |)2/|2(22/22 sinc ,              (3.9) 
where n is 2, 4, 6, …, 32. It constitutes of a summation of 16 cosine functions. This 
WVD component intercepts the origin on the WVD plane. 
                   
Figure 3.2 Distribution of 
1aI
W , 
32aI
W  and 
63aI
W  on the WVD plane. 
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3.3 Extraction of the object position 
3.3.1 Multiple WVD coefficients 
In our previous work, the object position is extracted by using all WVD 
coefficients appeared along the diagonal stripe intercepted at the origin by using 
xfxz / .             (3.10) 
The measured position is the average value of the Eq. (3.10) calculated from all 
desired WVD coefficients. Since this stripe has finite width, it contains multiple 
WVD coefficients with different amplitude. Consequently, it is hard to select the 
WVD coefficient, which is exactly appeared along the slope in the middle of the 
stripe. 
3.3.2 Single WVD coefficient with minimum amplitude 
 
Figure 3.3 The WVD coefficients calculated by using Eq. (3.9) for N  = 5 with a  = 
50.00 µm, z  = 10.00 cm and   = 543.5 nm. 
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Figure 3.3 shows the WVD calculated by using Eq. (3.9) for N  = 5 with the 
same factors a ,   and z . In comparison with Figure 3.1, it is clear that the WVD 
coefficients appear along the same slope in the WVD plane. After evaluating 
amplitude of the WVD coefficients, it is found that from the 63 components of the 
WVD, there is a single WVD coefficient in the stripe area which has minimum 
amplitude. This minimum coefficient and the origin of the WVD plane forms a line 
crossing center of the stripe of the WVD coefficients. Therefore, this minimum 
coefficient belongs exactly to the 32
nd
 component of the WVD, which occurs along 
the center of the stripe. 
In order to understand the origin of this minimum amplitude, the mathematical 
expression of 
32aI
W  is further simplified. The summation of 16 cosine functions in Eq. 
(3.9) can be expressed as the product of the cosecant and the sine functions 
                  
))sin(4csc( 22.1/)22.18/(),( 0032 xfxffxW xIa    
                                   )|)(2/|2(2)2/2(2 xfLxLLxL x  sinc .           (3.11) 
This cosecant function has the spatial frequency, which is 32 times smaller than the 
frequency of the sine function. As the phase of the cosecant function varies from 0 to 
 , its amplitude nonlinearly decreases from undefined value. Therefore, it attenuates 
the amplitude of the sine function. Since the sinc function corresponds to a broad 
envelope, therefore, the minimum WVD coefficient is mainly caused by the sine 
function of Eq. (3.11). This can be verified from Figure. (3.4), which shows the 
amplitude variations of the WVD coefficients scanned along the slope with the origin 
as the starting point. The solid line represents the WVD coefficients of Figure 3.1, 
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while the dotted line is from the 32
nd
 component of the WVD calculated by using Eq. 
(3.11). It is apparent that the position of the minimum amplitude of 
32aI
W  coincides 
with that of the WVD of Eq. (2.1).  
  
 
Figure 3.4 1-D plots of the WVD coefficients scanning along the slope. 
                
Figure 3.5 1-D plots of the 31
st
, 32
nd
 and 33
rd
 components of WVD. 
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Figure 3.5 shows amplitude variations of the 31
st
, 32
nd
 and 33
rd
 components of 
the WVD scanned along the slope. They are calculated by using Eq. (3.9) and 
represented by the solid, the dashed and dotted lines, respectively. In comparison with 
the other two components, the 32
nd
 component has the lowest amplitude. Therefore, it 
can be concluded that the sinc function of 
32aI
W  is the origin of the minimum 
amplitude. 
3.3.3 Algorithm for the position extraction 
This thesis extracts the object position without the needs of the image 
reconstruction and the sharpness evaluation as the conventional methods do. Our new 
method for extracting the object position by using a single coefficient of the WVD 
with the minimum amplitude is done according to the flow chart shown in Figure 3.6. 
The extraction process starts with generating the analytic signal of the holograms by 
using Hilbert function of Matlab program. The WVD is computed by taking Fourier 
transform of the instantaneous autocorrelation of the resultant analytic signal. After 
finding the coordinate of the WVD coefficient with minimum amplitude, the object 
position is calculated by 
                  

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

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



min@
min@1
xf
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z

 

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Figure 3.6 A flow chart for extracting the object position from the in-line hologram 
with the WVD coefficient with minimum amplitude. 
3.3.4 Range of measurements 
In our proposed method, CMOS and CCD sensors with the size of LL  and 
the resolution of NN   pixels are employed for recording the in-line holograms of 
the line-shaped object. Due to pixelated structure of these sensors, our proposed 
method is limited by the finite size and the finite resolution of the sensors. 
Consequently, in order to record faithfully holograms, the sensors must have the 
sampling frequency samplingf , which satisfies the Nyquist sampling theorem 
2
sampling
chirp
f
f  .       (3.13) 
Note that, the sampling frequency is related to the spatial resolution NLx /  by 
Generate the analytic signal of the recorded holograms  
by using Hilbert function of Matlab 
Find the coordinate  of the WVD coefficient with minimum amplitude 
Compute its WVD by taking Fourier transform of the autocorrelation 
 
Calculate the object position  
Start 
End 
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x
f


1
sampling ,     (3.14) 
while the hologram fringe has the chirp frequency of 
zxf /chirp .     (3.15) 
Substitutions Eq. (3.14) and Eq. (3.15) into Eq. (3.13) give 
         L
N
z
x


.                                                        (3.16) 
By considering the minimum analyzable length of the hologram is 2/Lx  , the 
minimum recording distance can be obtained from Eq. (3.16) as 
       N
L
z

2
min  .                                                       (3.17) 
Furthermore, the theoretical analysis in the proceeding section reveals that the 
WVD coefficient with the minimum amplitude is determined by the sinc function 
with the frequency 0f . This frequency 0f  is related to the object size by za / . 
Therefore, in order to be able to detect the minimum amplitude, the holograms must 
contain information of the object size a . This implies that the first minimum of the 
sinc function of Eq. (2.1) 
         a
z
x
2

              (3.18) 
must be recorded by the sensors. As a result, the minimum recording distance is 
determined by 
       
aL
z
2
max  .                     (3.19) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATIONS 
 
In this chapter, the measurements of the object positions by using the single 
WVD coefficient with the minimum amplitude were experimentally verified. This 
experiment took into account effects of sensor resolutions on the proposed 
measurement. All computations were conducted by using Matlab software version 
2009a run on Windows-based notebook. 
 
4.1 Hologram formation 
In this study, the holograms of a microtube (Polycarbonate Capillary Tubing / 
Paradigm Optics) with a radius of 50 μm were simulated by using Eq. (2.1) and 
experimentally generated by using the coherent plane wave with the wavelength   = 
543.5 nm. Two image sensors with different spatial resolutions were used to record 
the holograms. The first sensor was CCD (HAMAMATSU C5948) with the 
resolution of 640480 pixels in the area of 8.306.40 mm2, yielding the spatial 
resolution x = 12.97 μm. The second one was a CMOS sensor (Beamage 3.0) which 
had the size of 11.306.00 mm2 with 20481088 pixels. Consequently, the CMOS 
sensor had 5.51 µm spatial resolution. In order to study effects of the sensor 
resolutions, the hologram lengths were limited to L  = 4.15 mm. By taking the spatial 
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resolutions into account, the maximum and the minimum recording distances can be 
determined as shown in Table 4.1. The table shows that the CMOS sensor can be used 
for broader range of the position measurement. On the basis of this measurement 
range, the holograms of the microtube were recorded at the axial positions of 10, 15, 
20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 cm.  
 
Table 4.1 The minimum and the maximum object positions calculated by using  
                   Eqs. (3.21) and (3.23), respectively. 
sensor 
Number of 
pixel 
N  
(pixel) 
Length of 
sensor 
L  
(mm) 
Minimum position 
minz  
(cm) 
Maximum Position 
maxz  
(cm) 
CCD 320 4.15 9.90 76.36 
CMOS 752 4.15 4.21 76.36 
 
Figure 4.1 An experimental setup for generating the in-line holograms. 
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Figure 4.1 show an optical setup for recording the Gabor’s in-line holograms. 
After passing through a beam steering device, the light beam was spatially filtered 
with 50 μm pinhole. The resultant beam was collimated by using a combination of a 
microscope objective and positive lenses with focal lengths of 9.0 mm and 300 mm. 
The collimated beam was then used to illuminate the microtube mounted on a rotation 
holder shown in Figure 4.2. 
                                
Figure 4.2 The microtube mounted on a holder. 
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4.2 Experimental verifications 
                    
 
(a) 
       
                     
(b) 
Figure 4.3 (a) The in-line hologram of the microtube recorded at the distance z  = 10 
cm and (b) its background intensity. 
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Figure 4.3(a) show the recorded in-line holograms of the microtube at the 
recording distance z  = 10 cm by using the CCD sensor. In order to calculate the 
WVD of the desired second term of Eq. (2.1), the background intensity shown in 
Figure 4.3(b) was subtracted from the hologram. This background signal was the 
intensity of the collimated beam recorded without the object. Figure 4.4 shows the 
resultant hologram with the background removal. It can be observed from the figure 
that the unwanted background signal disappears. 
                   
Figure 4.4 The recorded hologram with the background removal. 
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Figure 4.5 1-D intensity plot of the hologram shown in Figure 4.4. 
Figure 4.5 show the intensity of the hologram scanned at the 300
th
 row of 
Figure 4.4. When it is compared with the hologram signal shown in Figure 2.3, it is 
found that the recorded hologram is noisy due to speckle noise. In order to reduce the 
speckle noise, the hologram signal was averaged along the vertical direction. 
 
Figure 4.6 1-D averaged intensity plot of the hologram shown in Figure 4.5. 
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The 1D intensity plot of the averaged hologram signal is shown in Figure 4.6. 
It is apparent that the noise can be reduced. As shown in Figure 4.7, the averaging 
process gives the hologram signal as good as the simulated one, because they overlap 
in low-order sidelobe. The WVD of the resultant hologram signal along the x positive 
is finally calculated. 
 
Figure 4.7 Comparison of the averaged and the simulated holograms. 
 Figures 4.8(a) and (b) show the WVDs of the holograms generated at the 
distance z = 10 cm by using the CCD and the CMOS sensors. Since the spatial and the 
spatial-frequency resolutions of the sensors are different, the calculated WVD 
coefficients do not appear at the same slope. 1D plots of the corresponding 
coefficients scanned along the slope are shown in Figures 4.9(a) and (b), respectively. 
It is obvious that the WVD coefficients with the minimum amplitudes can be detected 
from the two figures. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.8 The WVD outputs of the holograms recorded at the axial distance z = 10 
cm by using (a) the CCD and (b) the CMOS sensors, respectively. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.9 1-D plots of the corresponding WVD coefficients scanned along the slopes 
of (a) Figure 4.8(a) and (b) Figure 4.8(b), respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Table 4.2 Errors in the experimental measurement of the object position from the in-line holograms of the microtube recorded by the  
      CCD and the CMOS sensors. 
Theoretical position z 
(cm) 
CCD sensor CMOS sensor 
Coordinate of the WVD 
minimum 
Calculated position z 
(cm) 
Error z 
(%) 
Coordinate of the WVD 
minimum 
Calculated position z 
(cm) 
Error z 
(%) 
x @min 
(pixel) 
xf @min 
(pixel) 
x @min 
(pixel) 
xf @min 
(pixel) 
10.00 35 67 10.27 2.70 84 72 9.89 1.10 
15.00 53 69 15.24 1.60 128 72 15.14 0.933 
20.00 71 70 20.22 1.10 155 71 19.83 0.850 
25.00 87 69 25.21 0.840 218 74 25.16 0.640 
30.00 107 71 30.18 0.600 261 74 30.14 0.467 
35.00 120 69 34.88 0.343 304 74 35.13 0.371 
40.00 135 68 39.87 0.325 342 73 40.08 0.200 
3
4
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Table 4.2 presents the errors in measurement of the microtube positions z from 
the in-line holograms recorded by using the CCD and the CMOS sensors by using the 
single minimum WVD coefficient. The highest error in measurement is 2.70 % which 
is obtained from the measurement by using CCD sensor. The error becomes smaller 
for the longer object position, because the hologram can be more faithfully recorded. 
It is obvious that the CCD sensor gives higher error than the CMOS, because the 
spatial and the spatial-frequency resolutions of the CCD is bigger than those of the 
CMOS sensor. This causes lower accuracy in locating the WVD coefficient with the 
minimum amplitude. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND THE FUTURE WORK 
 
5.1 Conclusions 
This thesis proposed a new method for extraction object positions from the in-
line holograms by using the WVD. Since the hologram fringe encodes the object 
position into the spatial frequency of the chirp signal, the WVD analysis which 
provides the local spatial frequency of the fringe can be used for extracting the 
position information. The significance of this thesis is that the object position can be 
extracted by using a single WVD coefficient with the minimum amplitude. Therefore, 
it has an advantage over conventional methods in that it does not require iterative 
computations of the image reconstruction and the sharpness measurement. Besides the 
sampling effect which determines the minimum recording distance, this thesis found 
that the WVD coefficient with the minimum amplitude can be detected, provided the 
holograms record the minimum point of the envelope function. 
 In order to study the feasibility of the proposed method, the in-line holograms 
of the microtube with the diameter of 100 μm were recorded at different axial 
positions using the CCD and the CMOS image sensors. The proposed WVD analysis 
was done by using Matlab software version 2009a run on Windows. The experimental 
results show that the microtube positions can be accurately extracted by using a single 
computation of the proposed method, provided the sampling effect is minimum. The 
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error in measurement by using the CCD sensor is higher than that by using the CMOS 
sensor because its resolutions are lower. Due to the sampling effect, their errors 
increase as the recording distances become shorter. 
 
5.2 Future work 
A single computation method for tracking and sizing small objects together 
with ability to reconstruct their shapes is highly demanded in diverse microscopic 
fields. As discussed in Chapter III, besides the object position, the WVD coefficient 
with the minimum amplitude can provide information of its size. Therefore, object 
sizing from the in-line holograms by using this WVD coefficient will be studied for 
further research work. 
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